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Abstract
We address the problem of unsupervised geometric
image-to-image translation. Rather than transferring the
style of an image as a whole, our goal is to translate the ge-
ometry of an object as depicted in different domains while
preserving its appearance characteristics. Our model is
trained in an unsupervised fashion, i.e. without the need of
paired images during training. It performs all steps of the
shape transfer within a single model and without additional
post-processing stages. Extensive experiments on the VI-
TON, CMU-Multi-PIE and our own FashionStyle datasets
show the effectiveness of the method. In addition, we show
that despite their low-dimensionality, the features learned
by our model are useful to the item retrieval task.
1. Introduction
Image-to-image translation (I2I) refers to the process of
generating a novel image, which is similar to the original
input image yet different in some aspects. Typically, the
input and output images belong to different domains, with
images in the same domain sharing a common character-
istic, e.g. going from photographs to paintings [20], from
greyscale to color images [5], or from virtual (synthetic)
to real images [42]. Apart from direct applications [23], I2I
has proven valuable as a tool for data augmentation [7] or to
learn a representation for cross-domain image retrieval [11].
Traditionally, each image domain is characterized by a
different appearance or style, and I2I is therefore sometimes
referred to as style transfer [20]. While the translation pro-
cess may drastically change the appearance or style of the
input image, the image semantics are to be preserved, i.e.
both input and output should represent the same objects and
scene. Moreover, in most works, also the image geometry,
i.e. the shape of the objects and the global image composi-
tion, is preserved. We refer to this as the image content.
Most methods for I2I build on top of Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GANs) [9, 33, 32, 3] and are data-driven.
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Figure 1. Translating a clothing item from a ”catalog” image domain
to a domain of individuals wearing the indicated item (try-on task, top),
and vice versa (take-off task, bottom). Notice how for both tasks the ap-
pearance details of the clothing items are preserved while their shape is
effectively translated.
They learn a translation model from example images of the
two domains. While most methods require paired exam-
ples [17, 39, 41], some recent methods do not [33, 43, 2].
To constrain the complexity of the problem, the training
data is often restricted to a specific setting, e.g. close-ups
of faces [14, 41], people [30, 31], traffic scenes [26], etc.
We refer to these as different domains.
In contrast to the traditional setting [31, 39, 41], we fo-
cus on the challenge where input and output do not belong
to domains that share the same geometrical information. In-
stead, we work with one object-centric domain with stan-
dard shape and one that is more contextualized with large
shape variation (using a reference image to provide the right
context). For instance, we go from a single piece of clothing
to a person wearing that same item; or from a frontal face
crop to a wider shot with arbitrary viewpoint of that same
person (see Fig. 1 & 9). This setting is significantly more
challenging, as the image geometry changes. At the same
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time, the image semantics (e.g. the clothing pattern or face
identity) should be preserved. Analogous to the term style
transfer, we refer to this as shape transfer.
While a couple of recent works have looked into this
setting [31, 39, 41], to the best of our knowledge we are
the first to propose a solution that does not require paired
data, across different domains, for model training. This
is important, as collecting paired data is cumbersome or
even impossible. Either way, it limits the amount of data
that can be used for training, while access to large amounts
of data is crucial for the quality of the results. Methods
working with unpaired training data have been proposed for
style transfer [16, 43], relying on low-level local transfor-
mations. However, these are not suited for the more chal-
lenging shape transfer setting, as clearly illustrated in Fig. 2.
Translating shapes in a unsupervised way is an unsolved
task that is of interest for several reasons. First, it can
be considered an alternative formulation of the novel-view
synthesis problem, in the 2D image space, using only a
single image as input. Second, shape translation can re-
cover missing/occluded characteristics of an object instance
which can help other tasks, such as recognition or tracking.
The main contributions of this paper are four-fold: i) We
analyze the task of unsupervised shape translation. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first doing this from an
unsupervised perspective. ii) We propose a method called
Unsupervised Shape Transformer (UST), which does not
need any paired data or refinement post-processing. In one
stream, an object with standard shape is transformed to a
contextualized domain with arbitrary shape, and vice versa
in the other stream. iii) We achieve a one-to-many mapping
by utilizing context and structure information guidance. iv)
We show the potential of the features learned by our model
on the cross-domain item retrieval task.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 positions our
work in the literature. In Sec. 3 we present the details of the
proposed method. This is followed by an extensive evalua-
tion in Sec. 4. Finally, we draw conclusions in Sec. 5.
2. Related Work
Isola et al. [17] first formulate the image-to-image trans-
lation problem with a conditional GAN model which learns
a mapping from the source image distribution to the output
image distribution using a U-Net neural network in an ad-
versarial way. Zhu et al. [43] propose cycle-consistency to
solve the I2I problem with unpaired data, which enables a
lot of applications since it is usually expensive or even im-
possible to collect paired data for many tasks. Liu et al. [27]
assume that there exists a shared latent space for the two re-
lated domains and propose a weights-sharing based frame-
work to enforce this constraint. These methods learn a one-
to-one mapping function, i.e. the input image is mapped to
a deterministic output image. [1, 29, 16, 24] propose un-
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(left) and take-off (right) on FashionStyle dataset.
paired multimodal methods which either sample multiple
styles from a Gaussian space or capture the styles from ex-
emplar images to generate diverse outputs.
All the above methods focus on appearance transfer
where the content depicted in the input and output images
has an aligned geometric structure. [30, 31, 4, 34, 14, 41]
aim at the case when the geometry itself is to be transferred.
However, these methods focus on within-domain tasks (e.g.
person-to-person and face-to-face), which depicts reduced
variability when compared to its cross-domain counterpart
(e.g. person-to-clothing). Yoo et al. [39] propose one of
the first methods addressing cross-domain pixel-level trans-
lation. Their method semantically transfers a natural image
depicting a person (source domain) to a clothing-item image
corresponding to the clothing worn by that person on the up-
per body (target domain), and vice versa. Recently, [12, 36]
propose two-stage warping-based methods aimed at virtual
try-on of clothing items. These methods focus on learning a
thin-plate spline (TPS) operation to transfer the pixel infor-
mation directly. They rely on paired data to learn to trans-
fer the shape in a first stage and then refine it in a second
stage. In contrast, we propose a more general method that
utilizes the context and shape guidance to perform transla-
tion across different domains without any paired data. In
addition, different from previous works which divide the
translation process into multiple stages, our method is able
to handle the full appearance-preserving translation, in both
directions, within a single model.
Outside of the I2I literature, [18] proposes a spatial trans-
former network (STN) which also aims at object-level trans-
formations. Different from our method, which learns the
plausible transformations from data and allows for user-
suggested transformations through the use of ”desired” tar-
get images, STNs start from a predefined set of possible
transformations. In addition, STNs apply the same trans-
formation to every pixel. Differently, our method implicitly
allows deformable objects since different pixel-level trans-
formations are possible as depicted in the training data. Fi-
nally, STNs makes no distinction between content and style
information.
3. Methodology
In this section, we describe our model using the cloth-
ing try-on / take-off as an example. It should be noted
though that our method can also be applied to other types of
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Figure 3. Proposed Unsupervised Shape Transformer (UST). The try-on and take-off streams are trained jointly with shared style/content space constraints.
T learn the one-to-many mapping in the try-on stream, the context information is utilized in the Fit-in module to constrain the output to be deterministic.
Besides, an attention mechanism is applied to encourage the network to focus on the object. To learn the many-to-one mapping in the take-off stream,
adversarial learning is adopted directly.
data, such as the face try-on / take-off illustrated in Sec. 4.
Our goal is to transfer the shape information while keep-
ing the appearance information, all trained without access
to paired data. For this, we propose the asymmetric two-
stream model shown in Fig. 3. The asymmetry reflects
the fact that one of the two domains (domain B) is object-
focused (e.g. catalog images of clothing items) while the
other one (domain A) shows the objects in context (e.g. pic-
tures of clothed persons). In the one-to-many try-on stream
(blue arrows), we transfer from the object-focused to the
contextualized setting. This requires synthesizing a new
image, where the shape of the object is first altered after
which it is merged seamlessly with the provided context (in
our setting, a segmented image of a person wearing a dif-
ferent piece of clothing). During this process, the color,
texture and anything else specific to the object instance is
to be preserved. In the many-to-one take-off stream (red
arrows), our goal is to synthesize the clothing catalog im-
age in a standard frontal view starting from a natural person
image with varying pose.
Here, we use xA and xB to refer to images from domain
A and domain B respectively. xAB refers to images trans-
ferred from domain A to domain B, and vice versa for xBA.
3.1. Assumptions
In previous works [12, 39], the try-on and take-off tasks
are solved in a supervised way, respectively. Here, we
solve both tasks in one model using unpaired data based
on shared-latent space and context-structure constraints.
Shared-latent space constraint. Similar to [16, 24, 29], we
decompose the latent space into a content space and a style
space. Different from previous works, we have two assump-
tions: 1) content space constraint, i.e. the content space can
be shared by the two domains; 2) style space constraint,
i.e. images from the two domains do share the same style
space. We use ZCA and Z
C
B to denote the content space of
domains A and B, respectively. We assume ZCA and Z
C
B are
both embedded in a larger latent space ZCshared. Symbols Z
S
A
and ZSB denote the style space of domain A and B, respec-
tively. Note that we assume ZSA and Z
S
B are the same space,
which is a stronger constraint.
To achieve the content space constraint, we use two en-
coders ECA and E
C
B to encode images from domain A and B,
respectively. Then, we use a latent content code reconstruc-
tion loss to enforce the latent content reconstruction, similar
to [16, 24]. To achieve the style space constraint, we utilize
both the weight-sharing technique [27] and the latent style
code reconstruction loss (see Fig. 3).
Context constraint. Although the above shared-latent
space constraints enable the unpaired I2I and work well for
style transfer tasks [27, 24, 29], it is not enough for geom-
etry transfer when the output is multi-modal (i.e. multiple
possible outputs). To address this, [39] proposed triplet ad-
versarial learning with paired data. However, for the un-
paired setting, the adversarial learning on its own is too
weak (see Fig. 2). Here, we propose to use context infor-
mation guidance to constrain the output to be deterministic,
i.e. decompose the one-to-many mapping into one-to-one
mappings. In particular, for the try-on stream, we propose
a Fit-in module which combines the feature maps with the
context information. As to the take-off stream, we assume
the output is unimodal and directly use the adversarial learn-
ing to learn the deterministic many-to-one mapping.
Attention. Since domain A is contextualized, we need to
constrain the network to focus on the object instead of the
background. Therefore, we introduce the attention mecha-
nism in both generator and discriminator, i.e. concatenating
the shape mask mA with the inputs before GA and the dis-
criminator DA (see Fig. 3).
3.2. Network architecture
The model can be divided into several sub-networks1.
For the content encoder ECA and E
C
B , we use a convolution
block and several down-sampling layers followed by several
residual blocks. The decoders GA and GB are symmetric
with the encoding part except for the Fit-in module which is
key to learn the one-to-many mapping and the shape mask
attention that helps preserving the appearance. The Fit-in
module is a simple convolution block which receives the
generated feature map and the context information of the
desired target shape. The shared style encoding module
contains a style encoder ESshared and a multilayer perceptron
(MLP). It encodes the style information of both domains.
Try-on stream The catalog image xB first passes through
the domain B content encoder ECB producing the content
code zCB in the shared content space Z
C
shared. In parallel,
xB is also encoded into a style code zSB in the shared style
space ZSshared by the shared style encoder E
S
shared. To com-
bine the content and style information in the decoder, we
use adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) [15] layers for
all residual and up-sampling blocks. The AdaIN parameters
pAdaIN are dynamically computed by a multilayer percep-
tron from the style code zSB to ensure the generated person
image xBA has the same style as xB.
AdaIN(z, γ, β) = γ
(z − µ(z))
δ(z)
+ β, (1)
where z is the activation of the previous convolution layer.
µ and δ are the mean and standard deviation computed per
channel. Parameters γ and β are the output of the MLP of
the shared style encoding module.
During decoding, the content code zCB concatenated with
the shape mask mA are fed to the decoder GA. There the
content and style are fused by AdaIN and then fed to the
Fit-in module. We apply AdaIN in both the residual blocks
and up-sampling layers. This helps stabilize and speed up
the convergence during training, and also helps preserve ap-
pearance better. This is due to the fact that AdaIN can be
treated as a skip-connection between the encoder and de-
coder to alleviate the exploding and diminishing gradient
problems. The Fit-in module is designed to enforce the con-
text information constraint. We first obtain the bounding
box of the mask from the context image. Then, we resize
and align the up-sampled feature maps to this bounding box.
Finally, this ouput is concatenated with the context image.
The main goal of this design is to integrate the context infor-
mation which helps the deterministic shape transform. The
1For more details we refer the reader to the supplementary material.
final try-on image xBA is generated after the last convolution
block.
In addition, inspired by [17], we introduce an attention
mechanism to both generator and discriminator. We con-
catenate the mask mA with the content code zCB before the
generator GA and concatenate the mask mA with the gener-
ated image xBA before the discriminator DA, respectively.
This simple but effective attention operation encourages the
network to focus on the generated clothing instead of the
context part. This improves the results, especially when the
objects to be translated have a highly variable scale/location
within the images.
Take-off stream For the take-off stream, the clothed person
image xA first passes through a convolution block and then
gets multiplied with the clothing mask mA in order to ex-
clude the background and skin information. Similar to the
try-on stream, the masked feature maps are then encoded
into a content code zCA in the shared content space Z
C
shared.
For the decoding part, the only difference with the try-on
stream is that there is no ”Fit-in” module or mask attention.
The final take-off catalog image xAB is generated by decod-
ing zCA, through the decoderGB with AdaIN residual blocks,
up-sampling blocks and convolution blocks.
3.3. Learning
In this section, we only describe A→B translation for
simplicity and clarity. The B→A is learned in a similar
fashion. We denote the content latent code as zCA=ECA(xA),
style latent code as zSA=ESshared(xA), within domain recon-
struction output as xAA=GA(zCA, zSA), cross domain translation
output as xAB=GB(zCA, zSA). Our loss function contains terms
for the bidirectional reconstruction loss, cycle-consistency
loss and adversarial loss [16, 24]. Besides, we also use a
composed perceptual loss to preserve the appearance in-
formation across domains, and a symmetry loss capturing
some extra domain knowledge [14, 41].
Bidirectional reconstruction loss (LxALR, L
xA
SR). This loss
consists of the feature level latent reconstruction loss LLR
and the pixel level image self-reconstruction loss LSR. The
former contains both content and style code reconstructions.
The whole bidirectional reconstruction loss encourages the
network to learn encoder - decoder pairs that are inverses of
one another and also stabilizes the training.
LxALR =ExAB,zCA
[‖ECB(xAB)− zCA‖1]
+ExAB,zSA
[‖ESshared(xAB)− zSA‖1] (2)
LxASR =ExA
[‖xAA − xA‖1], (3)
Adversarial loss (LxAGAN ). To make the translated image
look domain realistic, we use an adversarial loss to match
the domain distribution. For the A→B translation, the do-
main B discriminator DB tries to distinguish the generated
fake images with the real domain B images, while the gen-
erator GB will try to generate domain B realistic images.
LxAGAN=ExB
[
logDB(xB)
]
+ExAB
[
log (1−DB(xAB))
]
(4)
Cycle-consistency loss (LxACC). To enable unpaired transla-
tion, the cycle-consistency loss [43] is applied to stabilize
the adversarial training.
LxACC =ExAB,xA
[
‖GA(ECB(xAB),ESshared(xAB))−xA‖1
]
(5)
Perceptual loss (LxAP ). To preserve the appearance infor-
mation, we apply a composed perceptual loss.
LxAP =(ExAA,xA
[‖Φ(xAA)− Φ(xA)‖22])
+(ExAB,xB
[‖Φ(xAB)− Φ(xA’)‖22])
+λ ExAB,xB
[‖Gram(xAB)−Gram(xA’)‖1], (6)
where xA′ is the Region of Interest (RoI) of xA. For
clothing items, it is the segmented clothing region. For
the face experiments, it is the facial region (without con-
text information). Φ is a network trained on external data,
whose representation can capture image similarity. Simi-
lar to [8, 21], we use the first convolution layer of all five
blocks in VGG16 [35] to extract the feature maps to cal-
culate the Gram matrix which contains non-localized style
information. λ is the corresponding loss weight.
Symmetry loss (LxASym). To utilize the inherent prior
knowledge of clothing and human faces, we apply a sym-
metry loss [14, 41] to the take-off stream.
LxASym = ExAB
[ 1
W/2×H
W/2∑
w=1
H∑
h=1
‖xw,hAB − xW−(w−1),hAB ‖1
]
,
(7)
where H and W denote the height and width of the image,
(w, h) are the coordinates of each pixel, and xw,hAB refers to
a pixel in the transferred image xAB.
Total loss. Our model, including encoders, decoders and
discriminators, is optimized jointly. The full objective is as
follows,
min
ECA,E
C
B ,E
S
shared,
GA,GB
max
DA,DB
L(ECA, ECB , ESshared, GA, GB, DA, DB)
= LxAGAN + LxBGAN + λCC(LxACC + LxBCC) + λSR(LxASR + LxBSR)
+ λLR(LxALR + LxBLR) + λP(LxAP + LxBP ) + λSymLxASym. (8)
where λCC, λSR, λLR, λP and λSym are loss weights for dif-
ferent loss terms.
4. Evaluation
We evaluate our method on both clothing try-on / take-
off and face try-on / take-off tasks. We perform an ablation
study on our own FashionStyle dataset. Then, the full model
results on VITON and MultiPIE datasets are reported. Fi-
nally, we assess the potential of the learned style/appearance
representation for clothing item retrieval across domains.
DatasetsWe use three datasets: VITON [12], Fashion-Style
and CMU MultiPIE [10]. VITON and FashionStyle are
fashion related datasets, see Figs. 1, 4, 5 for some exam-
ple images. VITON has around 16,000 images for each do-
main. However, we find that there are plenty of image dupli-
cates with different file names. After cleaning the dataset,
there are 7,240 images in each domain left. The Fashion-
Style dataset, provided by an industrial partner, has 5,230
training images and 1,320 testing images of clothed peo-
ple (domain A), and 2,837 training images and 434 testing
images of the clothing catalog items (domain B). For do-
main A, FashionStyle has multiple views of the same person
wearing the same clothing item. We present results on this
dataset for one category, namely pullover/sweater. CMU
MultiPIE is a face dataset under pose, illumination and ex-
pression changes. Here we focus on a subset of images with
neutral illumination and expression, and divide the subset
in two domains: 7,254 profile images (domain A) and 920
frontal views (domain B).
Metrics We use paired images from different domains de-
picting the same clothing item to quantitatively evaluate the
performance our method. For the case of the try-on task we
measure the similarity between the ROI of original image
(from domain A) and the ROI of a generated version (where
its corresponding clothing item has been translated to fit in
a masked out version of the image). Thus, we call it Try-on
ROI. To create this masked image we first run a clothing-
item segmentation algorithm [25] that we use to remove the
clothing-item originally worn by the person. For the case of
the take-off task, given an image from domain A, we mea-
sure the similarity of its corresponding clothing item (from
domain B) with the generated item. On both cases similar-
ity between images is computed using the SSIM [37] and
LPIPS [40] metrics. We report the mean similarity across
the whole testing set.
For the retrieval task performance is reported in terms of
Recall rate given that in our dataset every query image has
only one corresponding image in the database.
Implementation details The perceptual feature extractors
Φ in Eq. 6 are LPIPS [40] and Light-CNN [38] networks
for clothing translation and face translation, respectively. In
all our experiments, we use the Adam [22] optimizer with
β1=0.5 and β2=0.999. The initial learning rate is set to
2×10−6. Models are trained with a minibatch of size 1 for
FashionStyle and VITON, and 2 for the face experiment.
We use the segmentation method [25] to get the clothing
mask and its bounding box. For faces, we detect the face
landmarks using [6] and then connect each point to get the
face mask. The shared content code is a tensor whose di-
mension is determined by the data. The shared style code is
a vector, we use 8/32/128 dimensions in our experiments.
Figure 4. Ablation study on the FashionStyle dataset. The top part are try-
on results and the bottom part are take-off results. The first two columns
show the input image and the reference ground truth image. The other
columns show the generated results of different model settings. Please
zoom in for more details. More results are provided in the supplementary
materials.
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Figure 5. Try-on and take-off results on the VITON dataset. For try-on
(top) each column shows a person (from the top row) virtually trying on
different clothing items. For take-off (bottom) each example consists of
three images: input image, generated take-off image and the ground-truth
(GT) image. Zoom in for more details.
4.1. Ablation Study: Clothing try-on / take-off
We conduct a study in order to analyze the importance
of four main components of our model. More precisely, the
perceptual loss, shared style encoder (Shared S. E.), mask
Method Try-on ROI Take off(SSIM/LPIPS-VGG) (SSIM/LPIPS-VGG)
W/O P. Loss 66.78 / 27.37 58.96 / 36.62
W/O shared S.E. 66.72 / 27.38 60.33 / 34.94
W/O mask attention 64.63 / 28.13 60.94 / 34.49
W/O Fit-in module N/A / N/A 60.11 / 37.64
Full model 66.42 / 27.02 61.19 / 34.37
Supervised model 69.51 / 24.14 61.54 / 32.56
Table 1. Mean SSIM and LPIPS-VGG similarity of each setting from
our ablation study. Higher SSIM values and lower LPIPS indicate higher
similarity. Both metrics are in the range [0, 100].
attention and Fit-in module, on the FashionStyle dataset.
Note that mask attention is applied to generatorGA and dis-
criminator DA. Towards this goal we test different variants
of our architecture (Sec. 3) where one of these four com-
ponents has been removed. In addition, we run an exper-
iment using a supervised model (paired data). The model
architecture is a residual block based on U-net similar to
PG2 [30], but extended to get closer to our model. It is
extended by applying our mask multiplication operation af-
ter the first convolution block for the supervised take-off
experiment. Likewise, we add our Fit-in module for the
supervised try-on experiment. Please refer to the supple-
mentary material for an ablation study of our extensions on
the supervised model. We present quantitative results on
the translation performance of the try-on / take-off tasks in
Table 1 for the FashionStyle dataset with related qualitative
results presented in Fig. 4.
Discussion. A quick inspection of Table 1 reveals that,
based on the LPIPS metric, the full model generates im-
ages with the highest similarity to the ground-truth on the
try-on task among the unsupervised variants. Our full
model generates sharper and more consistent results than
other models, but does not obtain the highest SSIM. This is
also observed in person generation and super-resolution pa-
pers [30, 21]. The try-on ROI scores of W/O Fit-in module
is not applicable since without the context information, the
network cannot determine the target generated shape, i.e.
ROI cannot be determined. This task seems to be affected
most when the mask attention is dropped. This confirms
the relevance of this feature when translating shape from
images in this direction (try-on).
For the case of the take-off task, results are completely
dominated by the full model among the unsupervised vari-
ants. However, different from the try-on task, the take-off
task is mostly affected by the removal of the perceptual
loss(i.e. LPIPS) and Fit-in modules. The Fit-in module
is set in the try-on stream, but since the two streams are
trained jointly, the take-off stream is indirectly affected by
the performance of the try-on stream. Therefore, the take-
off result of W/O Fit-in module is the worst. Although this
trend is different from the try-on task, it is not surprising
given that for the take-off task, the expected shape of the
translated image is more constant when compared with that
Figure 6. Clothing retrieval ablation study. Note that relevant factors for
the retrieval are somewhat the opposite of those from the translation task.
of the try-on task which is directly affected by the person’s
pose. Moreover, the output of the take-off task is mostly
dominated by uniformly-coloured regions, which is a set-
ting in which perceptual similarity metrics, such as LPIPS,
excel.
A close inspection of Fig. 4 confirms the trends previ-
ously observed. Note how the full model produces the most
visually-pleasing result; striking a good balance between
shape and level of details on the translated items. The other
unsupervised variants (except W/O Fit-in module) tend to
generate blurry results and lose details, e.g. patterns and
logos, while maintaining the basic shape and context well.
More critical, W/O Fit-in module no longer preserves both
shape and loses details. Especially, without context infor-
mation guidance, it is difficult for the model to learn the
one-to-many mapping resulting in inconsistent outputs. We
have noted that failures are mostly caused by incorrectly es-
timated masks and heavy occlusion2.
It is remarkable that quantitatively speaking (Table 1),
the performance of our method is comparable to that of the
supervised model. Moreover, while the supervised model is
very good at translating logos, our method still has an edge
when translating patterns (e.g. squares from the 1st row and
stripes from the 3rd row of Fig. 4), without requiring paired
data.
4.2. Clothing try-on / take-off on VITON
We complement the results presented previously with a
qualitative experiment (see Fig. 5) on the VITON dataset
using the full model. We see that our method is able to
effectively translate the shape of the clothing items across
the domains. It is notable that on the try-on task, it is able
to preserve the texture information of the items even in the
presence of occlusions caused by arms. This is handled by
the proposed Fit-in module (Sec. 3) which learns how to
combine foreground and contextual information.
4.3. Comparisons with existing methods
We compare our model w.r.t. CycleGAN [43], MU-
NIT [16] and VITON [12]. Fig. 2 shows qualitative results
from our model, CycleGAN and MUNIT (with/without
shared S.E.). It is clear that these unsupervised methods
cannot handle the one-to-many shape transfer task. Cycle-
GAN can only work for one-to-one mapping task. MUNIT
has the ability to do many-to-many mapping for style trans-
2For examples we refer the reader to the supplementary material
Method Take off (SSIM/LPIPS-VGG)
CycleGAN 45.63 / 47.47
MUNIT 45.97 / 46.53
MUNIT, shared S.E. 50.44 / 49.15
Ours 61.19 / 34.37
Table 2. Comparisons w.r.t. state-of-the-art methods on FashionStyle.
Input VITON Ours Input VITON Ours
CycleGAN MUNIT MUNIT-shared 
S.E.
Try-on
CycleGAN MUNIT MUNIT-shared 
S.E.
Take-off
Input Ours OursInput
Generation GT Top 5 nearest neighbor resultsInput
GenerationInput
GenerationInput Ref. GenerationInput Ref.
Take-offTry-on
GenerationInputGenerationInput
(a) incorrect masks (d) incorrect masks
(e) incorrect masks, inconsistent skin color (f) large pose variation
(b) incorrect masks
GenerationInput
(c) heavy occlusion
Figure 7. Comparison with VITON (supervised) [12] on the try-on task.
lation but it is unable to transfer shapes. We present quan-
titative results in Table 2. We do not provide the Try-on
ROI scores for the same reason explained in Sec. 4.1. The
comparison with the supervised method VITON is shown
in Fig. 7. It is motivating that even without any supervised
paired data, our method achieves competitive results.
4.4. Clothing retrieval
We present the in-shop clothing retrieval results using the
extracted style features. We apply the shared style encoder
as feature extractor to extract the style codes and then use
L2 distance to measure the similarity for retrieval.
Protocol. The shared style encoder is trained and tested
on the FashionStyle training and testing sets, respectively.
During retrieval, there are 1,302 query images and 434
database images. The query images are all from domain
A, i.e. clothed people. and database images are from do-
main B, i.e. individual clothing items. For fair comparison,
we apply the clothing masks to the query input of both our
method and other methods. As shown in Table 3, we pro-
vide four baselines: Color histogram, Autoencoder+GAN
(AE+GAN), ResNet-50/152[13] and FashionNet[28]. Fol-
lowing [19], we only use the triplet branch of FashionNet.
In addition, for the comparison purpose, we use 8 dimen-
sions and 128 dimensions feature by adding one more fully
connected layer after the original one. For AE+GAN, the
latent code of the AE is 128-dimension. We train the model
using both domain A and domain B images. ResNet-50 and
ResNet-152 are trained from imageNet.
Discussion. Our method outperforms all the baselines ex-
cept LPIPS-Alex and FashionNet. It is noted that LPIPS-
Alex extracts the feature maps of different layers as clothing
features, resulting in a very high dimensional feature vector
(∼640K dimensions). This costs a lot, both in compute time
as well as in storage costs, which both scale linearly with the
dimensionality. FashionNet is trained in a supervised way
and uses a triplet loss. It is not surprising that its results are
better than ours. Our extracted style code on the other hand
has a very low dimension (e.g. 8), which can significantly
reduce (over 80K times) the computation. Furthermore,
combining our method with LPIPS-Alex in a simple coarse-
to-fine way, i.e. first using our method to quickly obtain the
coarse top-k results and then using LPIPS-Alex to re-rank
these results, can achieve the best performance among the
Method Dim top-1 top-5 top-20 top-50
Color histogram 128 1.5 3.7 9.3 17.4
AE+GAN 128 9.4 21.9 39.6 57.3
ResNet-50 [13] 2048 11.9 25.0 40.9 56.4
ResNet-152 [13] 2048 14.4 29.1 47.6 62.8
LPIPS-Alex [40] 640K 25.2 42.0 59.5 72.0
FashionNet (D=4096) [28] 4096 30.0 56.2 79.3 90.9
FashionNet (D=128) [28] 128 26.3 52.3 78.0 89.6
FashionNet (D=8) [28] 8 19.4 47.0 74.5 88.2
Ours (SD = 8) 8 17.1 37.6 58.1 74.3
Ours (SD = 32) 32 18.7 39.6 62.5 76.1
Ours (SD = 128) 128 19.4 41.1 64.1 77.6
LPIPS-Alex + Ours(SD = 8, k = 20) - 24.4 41.4 58.1 74.3
LPIPS-Alex + Ours(SD = 128, k = 5) - 24.4 41.1 64.1 77.6
Table 3. Retrieval recall rate in the FashionStyle dataset.
Ours
LPIPS
Ours 
+ 
LPIPS
Query Top 5 retrieval result Query Top 5 retrieval result
Figure 8. Top-5 retrieval results on the FashionStyle dataset sorted in de-
creasing order from left to right. Correct items are marked in green.
unsupervised methods while reducing the aforementioned
costs significantly. The k value can be selected as the point
where the performance of our method and LPIPS gets close.
e.g. k=20/k=5 for Ours (SD=8/SD=128), or adapted based on
user requirements. A similar gain in performance can be
achieved for the case of the VITON dataset (Table 4).
In addition, we provide a clothing retrieval ablation study
on FashionStyle, as shown in Fig. 6. It is interesting to
observe that the performance of the retrieval process is af-
fected by different factors than that of the image transla-
tion process (Sec. 4.1). We hypothesize that the translation
task directly exploits shape related components in order to
achieve detailed image generation. On the contrary, the re-
trieval task considers representative features regardless of
whether they grant accurate shape transfer.
We also provide the computation complexity analysis for
the retrieval. We use Euclidean distance to measure the dif-
ference between the features extracted from two different
images. For each query, computation complexity is O(d · n)
which scales linearly with the feature dimension d and the
number of database images n. Thus, the computation com-
plexity of our method is 80k times (SD=8) or 5k times
(SD=128) smaller than LPIPS-Alex according to the dimen-
sion in Table 3. As to LPIPS-Alex+Ours, the computation
complexity is O(dOurs·n + dLPIPS · k), kn which maintains
the performance and significantly reduces the computation
compared to O(dLPIPS · n), dOursdLPIPS for our naive im-
plementation. While more efficient retrieval algorithms ex-
ist, the dependence on the feature dimensionality remains.
4.5. Face shape transfer
We conduct experiments related to face translation. In
the first experiment, given the input face and the target con-
Method Dim top-1 top-5 top-20 top-50
Ours 128 20.2 39.9 64.9 79.3
LPIPS-Alex [40] 640K 42.3 61.3 77.2 88.7
LPIPS-Alex + Ours(k = 50) - 41.6 57.7 72.8 79.3
Table 4. Retrieval recall rate in the VITON dataset
Method Try-on ROI Take off(SSIM/LPIPS-VGG) (SSIM/LPIPS-VGG)
Face experiment 69.48 / 15.65 43.82 / 39.97
Table 5. Mean SSIM and LPIPS-VGG distance of face experiment.
Ref.
Input
Input GTGeneration Input GTGeneration Input GTGeneration
GTGeneration Input GTGeneration Input GTGeneration
Figure 9. Face translation. Top, given the input face and the target
body, we generate a new image where the input face is fitted to the
target body (try-on), and vice versa (take-off) at the bottom.
text (body), we generate a new image where the input face
is fitted on the target context (try-on task). In the second
experiment, we perform a face take-off task where given
a face image with a side viewpoint, we generate an image
where the face from the input is rotated towards the front
and zoomed-in. We conduct these experiments on the CMU
MultiPIE dataset. Qualitative results are presented in Fig. 9.
We present translation similarity measurements in Table 5.
Discussion As can be noted in Fig. 9, images from the dif-
ferent domains, i.e. frontal and side view faces, exhibit
many differences regarding to scale and the presence of
other parts of the body. Yet, the proposed method is able
to achieve both translation tasks with a decent level of suc-
cess. Fig. 9 shows that, for both tasks, apart from facial ori-
entation features such as facial hair, lip color, accessories,
and skin color are to some level properly translated. It is
remarkable that this has been achieved without using fa-
cial landmarks like eyes, nose, mouth, ears, as in existing
work [14, 41]. Failures are mainly caused by incorrectly es-
timated masks, large pose variation, and inconsistent skin
colors2. Table 5 shows that the proposed method has a
comparable performance on both faces and clothing related
datasets.
5. Conclusion
We present a method to translate the shape of an ob-
ject across different domains. Extensive empirical evidence
suggests that our method has comparable performance on
both faces and clothing data. Moreover, our ablation study
shows that the proposed mask attention and Fit-in mod-
ule assist the translation of shape, thus, improving the
generation process. Finally, we have shown that the fea-
tures learned by the model have the potential to be em-
ployed for retrieval tasks, in spite of their low dimension-
ality.
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